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EARLY HISTORY

In 1846 the Applegate brothers Jesse and Lindsey led group of

men from the Willamette Valley in Oregon in search of new route to

reach their valley At this time the established trail to Oregon had

to be taken by the Snake and Columbia Rivers to the Dalles At this
point the emigrants would either leave their wagons behind or float
them down the Columbia River on rafts which in many cases was very
dangerous

Another thing that prompted the locating of new trail was
the possibility of war with Great Britain over boundary disputes
between Canada and the United States Great Britain at this time
had control of various posts Hudson Bay Company Posts at Fort

Vancouver Fort Nez Perce and Fort Hall

With these routes blocked if the United States had entered
war with Great Britain the United States would need an avenue by
which troops and supplies could be moved By the other hand it

provided means by which the settlers living in the war areas would
have an escape route

There were earlier attempts by others to locate new trail but
these were all fruitless When Applegate and his men set out they
had fairly good idea of the route they were going to take

They obtained as much information as they could from Hudson

STARTING POINT OF THE APPLEGATE TRAIL
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Bay Company employees One of the members of their party was
Black Harris mountain man who may have had previous
experience with the area

Jesse Applegate obtained map drawn by Peter Skene Ogden
an earlier explorer of the area The maps he drew proved to be

very accurate in the areas they traveled

He had Captain John Fremonts reports of his 1843-
44 expedition He possibly read of Fremonts travels through
Nevada and Oregon

Applegate at one time had been and still was
professional engineer he also owned Burts Solar Compass
and whether he took it with him is not known

While traveling trappers trail between Oregon and

California the party met group of French Canadians and
half-breeds The men they encountered directed them to turn
east from the trail and cross the Cascade Mountains by way
of the present Green Springs Summit on State Highway 66

From the information they had gathered the explorers
knew the approximate location of the Humboldt River Their

plan was to intersect the Humboldt as near as possible to the
42nd parallel The present day Oregon and Nevada state lines

The explorers succeeded in finding route much of it

was planned In reverse of how the route would be traveled
they reached the Boiling Springs at Black Rock It was at this

point they divided one party headed almost due south the
other party under Jesse Applegate headed southeast towards

gap in the mountains it was here that Rabbit Hole Springs was
found Both groups changed their direction of travel from an

eastward course at Black Rock probably in hopes of finding water
They probably headed in southern direction hoping to run into
the Humboldt River where it was thought to flow

Both groups encountered perty rough time of it without
water or feed for their animals they at last reached spot on

the Humboldt about 10 miles south of present Lovelock and

50 to 60 miles south of where they wanted to intersect the

California Emigrant Trail

The group traveled up to spot on the Humboldt River and

California Trail where it was possible to start their proposed
southern route to Oregon The day they found the start of

their route was approximately July 21st 1846

THE TRAVELERS

The trail was located and opened in 1846 Late in August
of that year the first travelers began to use the route
Some 90 to 100 wagons comprising of 450 to 500 people made
the journey
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Why did these people and others venture on route that
had not been traveled or proved It may have seemed safer to

take chance on new trail than risk the perils of the
Humboldt route From Lassen Meadows to what is now Lovelock
was nothing but desert with soft ground poor water and

no grass Beyond this lay the dreaded Forty Mile Desert
and the Sierra Nevada Mountains which would have to be climbed

Some of the people who traveled this were pioneers
who were looking for the promised land in California or
Oregon and later on were gold seekers looking for quicker
route to the goldfields

the question arose which of the
two roads shall we persue-follow
the old road-the advantages and

disadvantages of which we are pretty
well informed or shall we risk
the new one of which we know noth
ing except from unreliable reports

Kimball Webster 1849

The Applegate Trail later re-named the Applegate Lassen
Trail left the Humboldt River at Lassen Meadows now Rye
Patch Reservoir and headed northwest to the base of Antelope
Mountains where they found Antelope Spring later refered to

as Willow Spring Sometimes the emigrants met with dis
appointment when they came to the springs Some turned back
to the Humboldt River to take the old route

From Willow Springs they proceeded through gulch
few miles From here they went left and ascended Majuba
Mountain to water at one of the three springs located 1/2

to 3/4 miles up the slope Sometimes Willow Springs was
bypassed in favor of the bigger springs

judge of our disappointment when
we found the promised springs to be

only three of four wells sunk in the

ground into which the water percolated
in volume about the size of straw
and each hole occupied by man
dipping it up with pint can as it

slowly filled little cavity in the

ground beyond us far as we
could see was barren waste with
out blade of grass or drop of
water for thirty miles at least

Alonzo Delano 1849

From Antelope Springs the trail led to Rabbit Hole

Springs At Rabbit Hdle Springs again they found little
water and no grass From here the emigrants could look across

flat desolate desert lake bed for 25 miles What they saw
was the Black Rock Desert



we came to place known as Rabbit

Wells where four or five wells
some or 10 feet deep have been
excavated by the emigrants in ad
vance for the purpose of obtaining
water for themselves and their stock
These wells with one or two exceptions
were filled with dead animals

Kimball Webster 1849

From Rabbit Hole Springs they descended to the Black

Rock Desert From here they proceeded in straight line

on large Black Rock in the distance

just as the sun was sinking we resumed

our journey across the Black Rock Desert
and after descending little hill we

entered country more forbidding and

repulsive than even that have described
There we occasionally saw stray and

solitary bush of artemisia It was

country which had nothing of redeeming
character Nothing presented itself to the

eye but broad expanse of uniform dead

level plain which conveyed to the mind
the idea that it had been the muddy sandy
bottom of former lake

Quinn Thornton 1848
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RABBIT HOLE SPRINGS TO BLACK ROCK SPRINGS
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The Black Rock Desert had advantages over the Forty Mile
Desert since it was shorter the road was harder and did not
have the deep sand But the Black Rock Desert also had its
casualties Since there was little water and grass at the start
of the descent the animals were very weak and did not have
sufficient strength to make it It was written by emigrants
that the desert route was plainly marked by the remains of
cattle and horses With the animals dieing the emigrants
had to abandoned their wagons

the scene along the road the last
few days no one can describe and
have anyone believe him Hundreds
of dead cattle lay strung along the
road and in the road Such smell
It is worse by nte Not only the
dead cattle and their smell but the
discord of men Brother blaming each
other for having lost their teams and
leaving all behind Some divided
their teams and left their wagons
packed few things on their backs
and walked on cursing

Andrew Soule 1854

hen the emigrants came out of the desert they found
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BLACK ROCK SPRINGS TO HIGH ROCK CANYON



Black Rock Spring near the Black Rock they used as their
guide

the locality was rendered non the more
enticing to myself from the fact that
for miles back along the road had come

could have stepped almost continuously
from the carcass of one dead horse or

ox to another so great had been the
number of animals that had here

perished from hunger thirst and general
exhaustion

David Rohrer Leeper 1849

high above the plain in the direction of

our road black bare mountain reared its

head at the distance of fifteen milies
Alonzo Delano 1849

From here the trail led in northwesterly direction
passing Double Hot Springs Mud Lake and then onto High
Rock Canyon From here the trail continued into Oregon

One change in the Applegate Trail was at the start
An alternate route was used over Imlay Summit which had

more direct line with Rosebud Canyon and Rabbit Hole Springs

ROUTE TAKEN OVER THE APPLEGATE TRAIL

Lassen Meadows To Antelope Springs 14 miles
Antelope Springs To Rabbit Hole Springs 14 miles
Rabbit Hole Springs To Black Rock Springs 25 miles
Black Rock Springs To Double Hot Springs
Double Hot Springs To Mud Lake
Mud Lake To High Rock Canyon

High Rock Canyon To Upper High Rock Canyon

Upper High Rock Canyon To Massacre Ranch

Massacre Ranch To Vya
Vya To Dry Lake

Dry Lake To Fandango Pass

Fandango Pass To Goose Lake

Those takeing the Lassen Route would depart here from those

going to Oregon

THE LASSEN ROUTE

In the spring of 1848 Peter Lassen traveled east from

California On his return he pursuaded party of emigrants to

follow him on his new route to the Sacramento Valley and then

onto his Rancho Tradeing Post

His route used the Applegate Trail to Goose Lake From

here the trail went south and west through the mountains Lassen

led people to believe that his cutoff was shortcut to the

qol dfiel ds
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The following is direct quotation fromEmigrant Trails
In The Black Rock Desert by Peggy McGuckian Realizing
the potential profit his tradeing post stood to make Lassen
somewhat inaccurately advertised the cutoff as shortcut to
the goldfields

In 1849 an estimated 8000 people with 2500 wagons and
15000 animals used the route

To many the route was known as Greenhorns Cutoff or
Lassens Horn Route and Lassens Death Route Indian troubles
along with the opening of shorter and easier routes lured
emigrants to other routes The route was all but abanoded

SULPHUR MINING DISTRICT

Around 1868 Paiute indian found small amounts of yellow
rock that had been brought to the surface by burrowing badgers
The indians name was Indian George Indian George was
fascinated with this yellow material and took some to Humboldt
to show around

The mineral was unknown to Indian George but was well
known to two prospectors named Feely and Nord The two
promised the indian horse saddle and blankets if he would
show them where he found this strange-looking yellow rock The
indian did lead them to where he had found the sulphur

Feely and Nord located the ground and posted their notices
and proceeded working their claim and formed mining partner
ship under the names of Feely and Nord

Not long afterwards the two had disagreement and they
began to quarrel among themselves On hot July afternoon
fight took place between them The partnership between them
ended when Nord killed Feely

The law from Humboldt County went after Nord and captured
him He was tried in Winnemucca for the murder of his partner
He was found guilty and the judge sentenced him to be hanged
by the neck until dead The sentence was carried out

After this the area was operated by Chinese and other
owners and leasers for several years These hearty souls
brought their water in from several miles away and hauled their
sulphur 35 miles to Humboldt House on the Southern Pacific
for shipment

Russell who printed paper on Sulphur in 1882 for
the New York Academy of Science visited the area and noted
that about six tons of sulphur per day was being mined He

remarked that the sulphur that wasbeing taken must have been
high grade This had to have been due to the crude methods
of oneration and the enormous difficulties
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For several years the area was abandoned Some mining

was done but never amounted to much until Isadore Zellerbach
bought the property in 1899

It was Zellerbach who organized the Nevada Sulphur
Company makeing himself president and Louis Bloch secretary
and general manager Marcus NI Baruh headed up mining
operations The operation was money maker and lasted for

several years

In 1917 the Nevada Sulphur Company was purchased and

Arthur Crowley was placed in charge The Nevada Sulphur

Company operated until 1920 During this time they mined

35000 tons which contained better than 30% ore

In 1920 Crowley took an option with the Red River
Lumber Company on the property and worked the mines for

several years with good sucess

One large advantage point the mine had was that their

shipping point was in Sulphur which was on the main line of
the Western Pacific Railroad This was reached by very good

wagon road only miles away The shipping area had

siding which was added along with warehouse

If you are wondering about Indian George he was never

paid by Feely or Nord and one would have to guess that he

probably out-lived them both

Mining continued here into the 1970s

NOBLES EMIGRANT TRAIL

The founding of Nobles Emigrant Trail proved to be

major breakthrough in the development of Northern California
This route helped contribute to the founding of the towns of

Susanville and Redding Portions of it later would become

stage coach route from Chico California to Silver City and

Boise Idaho Later on some of the trail became important
freight routes

William Lobles discovered the route while searching
for gold in 18514 Nobles came to the Honey Lake region with

band of 80 men in the spring of 1851 searching for gold
At this point the party broke up but Nobles continued east
ward searching for gold In his quest he came to the Applegate
Trail at Black Rock Point in the Black Rock Desert He realized
at this point that he had stumbled on new route to California
which was eaiser to travel and much more direct route to

Northern California He returned the way he had come and
continued westward around the base of Lassen Peak St Joseph
as it was called then and came to Mill Creek From already
established roads the route continued to crossing on the

Sacramento River then on to Shasta California where the

route was to finish

He had heard rumors of rich gold discoveries in the Black Rock
Desert
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Map of Applegate Lasseri and Nobles Trails
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7-Robbers Roost
8Susanvi lie

9-Big Springs
10Nobles Pass
1-Shasta

The route of the original trail followed the Applegate Trail
to Black Rock Point from here it ran westward across finger of
the Black Rock Desert and dropped south and parallelled the Black
Rock Desert and came to Granite Springs which had both water and
grass From here it went to Hot Springs at Gerlach and proceeded
to the Granite Range where they could use the watering places
on the western edge of Smoke Creek Desert From here they went
to Smoke Creek Canyon then to the lower end of Smoke Creek meadows
then on to Rush Creek From here the trail went south and west
at Mud Springs and then on to Honey Lake Valley then proceeding
to the Susan River at Susanville The route than left Susanville
Roops Fort going to the northvest to Feather Lake where it

joined up with the Lassen Trail From here the travelers had the
choice of either going to Shasta City or taking the older trail
to Lassens Rancho

Later on the route had an important improvement by the
opening of cutoff from Rabbit Hole Springs to Granite Springs
With this new shortcut the perilous journey to Black Rock Point was
no longer necessary This discovery was credited to two prospectors
in 1856

There was no doubt that the Nobles Route proved to be the
easiest of all the routes into California

During the 1850s and 60s it was used as favorite route
for both emigrants and cattle drives and for while was considered
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possible route for the transcontinental railroad

With the founding of this route by Nobles it surly
must have saved hundreds of lives of the brave emigrants
who came west looking for gold or the promised land

TRAILS WEST ORGANIZATION

Trails West is volunteer organization dedicated to

locating marking and producing guides to emigrant wagon
trails primarily in Nevada and California This organization
has placed along the Emigrant Trails railroad rails with
brass plates marking different parts of the trail Thanks
to this good organization our generation and future generations
to follow will not have lost our pioneer hertiage To this
we say SATISFACTORY

T.R.A.S.H

In 1980 The Transierra Roisterous Alliance of Senior

Humbugs T.R.A.S.H dedicated state marker to the Apolegate
Lassen Trail The text of the marker is written below

APPLEGATE-LASSEN
EMIGRANT

TRAIL CUTOFF

Jesse and Lindsay Applegate headed south from Willamette
Valley Oregon June 29 1846 seeking less hazardous route
to that region from the east on July 21 they came to large
meadow on the Humboldt River what is now the nearby Rye
Patch reservoir Thus they established the Applegate Trail

During the remainder of 1846 and for the next two years Oregon
emigrants successfully travelled this trail

In 1848 Peter Lassen hoping to bring emigrants to his ranch

acted as guide to party of 10 to 12 wagons bound for
California He followed route from here to Goose Lake where
he turned southward over terrain that was barely passable
The emigrants suffered great hardships many lives and livestock

were lost It became known as the Death Route

DEDICATED BY

T.R.A.S.H ECV
JULY 12 1980
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